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An ERP Solution with best-in-class functionality 
ERP implementations can be lengthy, laborious and costly. 

At QUANTIQ, we understand that often the fear of the process is what puts organisations off modernising their operations and are delighted to have 
developed a solution without the fuss and complication that can be often associated with such projects. 

If you are an organisation who needs a quality, modern ERP solution with best in-class functionality read on!

What is QUANTIQ’s Finance QuickStart Package? 
Finance QuickStart is our Configuration and Implementation of Microsoft’s full ERP Solution, Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance.

The Out of the Box Solution means that our expert team configure and implement a defined package of the functionality available in the 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance application. In addition, the package provides best-practice business processes and user-training on 
how to use your new ERP system as well as the benefit of having access to our Managed Services for 1 year! *

With our experience and expertise, you can be assured that this Out of the Box Solution covers all your requirements.

A Quality, Modern ERP solution 
with best in-class functionality

An Out of the Box Solution – we will 
configure and implement all the 

functionality available in the Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Finance Application

Access to our Managed Services 
for 1 year

Rapid ERP Modernisation
An Out of the Box Solution Helping Your Business Grow Faster whilst  
Building An Agile And Connected Organisation
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QUANTIQ’s Finance QuickStart - The Process
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The Benefits of Finance QuickStart 
• Sustainability: Standard and Streamlined functionality.

• Cost Effective: Finance QuickStart is delivered for the Fixed Price of £95,000* with no hidden costs.

• Support: Not only is support and training included within the implementation process, you also benefit from QUANTIQ’s Managed 
Services for 1 year (effective from Day 1 of your Go LIVE Date)*.

• Improved Processes

• Additional Functional Scope and Add-Ons*:

Option 1: 1 Add-on can be chosen from the following: Purchase Requisitions; Auto Bank Reconciliation; Workflow Approvals

Option 2: 1 Add-on can be chosen from the following: Budget Planning and Project Management Accounting.

• Continuous Improvement and Development: We are committed to developing Finance QuickStart with new possible Add-Ons 
including additional Legal Entities, Intercompany and Consolidations, Stock Accounting/Warehousing and Human Resources*.

What is the Process? 
The process begins with a collaborative and vigorous assessment of your organisation’s needs and goals, determining whether you are 
eligible for Finance QuickStart. We consider the size of your organisation*, your future goals and take a consulting approach to ensure 
you’re empowered to use the software to grow in whichever way you need to. 

We approach these projects as a united team with our clients, to ensure that users are confident with their new software once our part in 
the process is over (although we’re always available for support after any implementations).
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Learn More 
Our clients can tell you that our expertise in streamlining business processes means we consult with a “less is more” approach. Customisation is 
often unnecessary and ends up costing you more in the long run due to difficulty upgrading and re-development twice a year following Microsoft’s 
new releases. 

So, If you’re ready to learn more about getting up and running with Finance QuickStart get in touch with our experts today and we can  
measure your needs. 

Notes*

• Terms and Conditions apply. For full details contact us.

• The Fixed Cost of Finance QuickStart is £95,000.00 (excl. VAT). This is the cost as of May 2020, QUANTIQ reserve the right to amend.

• Add-ons are not included within the Fixed Cost and are chargeable. • Any software required is not included in the Fixed Cost.

• Includes a 1x year Managed Services Contract (from date of post go live).

• Available to Single UK Companies only. By Single UK Company we mean an organisation who has one single legal entity only (UK based).  
(Organisations with intercompany elements or consolidations are not eligible).

• Finance QuickStart is delivered 100% remotely.

As the solution is standard, there’s no lengthy process around customised developments. That’s not to say you won’t be eligible if you 
think you’ll need custom IP in the future. This is the perfect opportunity to simplify and streamline your processes while getting to take 
full advantage of the cloud-powered benefits of this ERP software.

After your needs are understood and accurately captured, our team get to work building your Finance QuickStart. We build and deploy 
in rapid sprints, training your users up as we go-live with functionality. After the process you have your full ERP solution up, running and 
ready to go and your users trained and ready to make the most of it!

https://www.quantiq.com/contact-us/

